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In this work we examine the basis functions for those classical and quantum me-
chanical systems in two dimensions which admit separation of variables in at least
two coordinate systems. We do this for the corresponding systems defined in Eu-
clidean space and on the two-dimensional sphere. We present all of these cases
from a unified point of view. In particular, all of the special functions that arise via
variable separation have their essential features expressed in terms of their zeros.
The principal new results are the details of the polynomial bases for each of the
nonsubgroup bases, not just the subgroup Cartesian and polar coordinate cases, and
the details of the structure of the quadratic algebras. We also study the polynomial
eigenfunctions in elliptic coordinates of the n-dimensional isotropic quantum os-
cillator. © 1996 American Institute of Physics. @S0022-2488~96!03212-4#
I. INTRODUCTION
It has long been known that there are potentials for which a given Hamiltonian system in
classical mechanics admits a solution via separation of variables in more than one coordinate
system.1 The methodical search for such potentials was initiated by Smorodinsky and Winternitz
et al. in two and three dimensions,2–4 and there has been a considerable amount of work for
various examples.5–9 A subset of such systems is called maximal in dimension N if there exist
2N21 functionally independent integrals of motion. In some papers, such systems are called
superintegrable.10,11 In this work we examine the basis functions for those classical and quantum
mechanical systems in two dimensions which admit separation of variables in at least two coor-
dinate systems. We do this for the corresponding systems defined in Euclidean space and on the
two-dimensional sphere. In a subsequent work we shall study systems defined in two-dimensional
hyperbolic spaces and in complex two-dimensional spaces.
For each of the superintegrable systems we observe that, for the discrete spectrum of the
quantum mechanical Hamiltonian, one can consider this operator as acting on a space of
polynomials.12 Each eigenvalue is multiply degenerate. However, each separable coordinate sys-
tem gives rise to an orthonormal basis of polynomial eigenfunctions in this space and breaks the
degeneracy. These bases are characterized as simultaneous eigenfunctions of second-order sym-
metry operators for the Hamiltonian.13 We show that under commutation these symmetry opera-
tors close to form a quadratic algebra.14 The superintegral systems are of two types: the ‘‘normal
type’’ in which the original Hamiltonian is diagonalized, and the ‘‘conformal type’’ in which the
Hamiltonian is modified by multiplying the eigenvalue equation by a function and considering the
energy as fixed. The modified equation is then interpreted as the eigenvalue equation for a Hamil-
tonian on a conformal Euclidean space with a ‘‘charge’’ as the eigenvalue. We present all of these
cases from a unified point of view. In particular, all of the special functions that arise via variable
separation have their essential features expressed in terms of their zeros. The principal new results
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are the details of the polynomial bases for each of the nonsubgroup bases, not just the subgroup
Cartesian and polar coordinate cases, and the details of the structure of the quadratic algebras. ~For
those coordinate systems which correspond to subgroup type coordinates, the finite solutions have
already been found. The contribution of this article is to indicate how the remaining finite solu-
tions can be obtained. This invariably involves the use of a Niven-type ansatz for the finite
solutions; every quantity of interest can be computed in terms of the zeros of the corresponding
polynomial solutions.! For the sake of completeness we list all the finite solutions that are pos-
sible. We analyze each of the potentials systematically.
In Secs. II and III we consider the superintegrable systems in Euclidean two-space and on the
two-dimensional sphere, respectively. In Sec. IV we examine the polynomial eigenfunctions in
elliptic coordinates of the n-dimensional isotropic quantum oscillator.
II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN SPACE
As is well known1,13 there are exactly four coordinate systems on the Euclidean plane in
which the free particle Schro¨dinger equation separates: Cartesian, polar, parabolic, and elliptic.
We describe these coordinate systems. Let x and y be the Cartesian coordinates. Polar coordi-
nates are defined by
x5r cos u , r.0,
~1!
y5r sin u , 0<u,2p .
Parabolic coordinates. We can define two mutually perpendicular parabolic systems:
x5 12~j
22h2!, y5jh , jPR,h.0, ~2!
and
x5j¯h¯, y5 12~j¯22h¯2!, j¯PR,h¯.0. ~3!
The connection (j ,h)°(j¯,h¯) is a rotation of angle p/4 in the ~j,h! space. The transformation
(x ,y)°(j ,h) actually is the two-dimensional realization of the Levi-Civita transformation15
which has the form
x5j22h2, y52jh , jPR,h.0. ~4!








Replacing x°x 1 Ae22e1 yields a coordinate system which is called elliptic II coordinates:16
x5A~u12e1!~u22e1!
e22e1
1Ae22e1, y5A~u12e2!~u22e2!e12e2 . ~6!
It is interesting that the two elliptic coordinates are connected by the Levi-Civita transformation.




1Ae¯22e¯1, y5A~u¯12e¯2!~u¯22e¯2!e¯12e¯2 , ~7!
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, e¯252e1e2 . ~8!
As shown in Refs. 2–4 there are four classes of potentials for which multiple separation
occurs in Euclidean space ~see Table I!.
We treat the cases in order. In each case the Schro¨dinger equation is (\5m51)
2 12DC1Vi~x ,y !C5EC , i51,.. . ,4. ~9!






2 S k122 14x2 1 k222 14y2 D . ~10!













See Refs. 2, 3, and 16–18 for an earlier treatment. This equation separates in three different
separable coordinate systems: Cartesian, polar, and elliptical coordinates.
If we rewrite the Schro¨dinger equation by putting
C5e2v~x
21y2!/2x1/26k1y1/26k2F~x ,y !, ~11!
then the equation for F(x ,y) is QF522EF or
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F ]2]x2 1 ]
2
]y2 1S 162k1x 22vx D ]]x1S 162k2y2 22vy D ]]y22v~26k16k2!GF522EF .
~12!
Clearly the operator Q maps polynomials ~in x2,y2! into polynomials, without increasing the
order. Since the original Hamiltonian is self-adjoint with respect to the measure dx dy in the




in the quadrant x.0, y.0. We assume that the positive sign at the ki has to be taken if ki. 12 and
both the positive and the negative sign must be taken if 0,ki, 12, so that the polynomials have
finite norm.16
To find the eigenfunctions in the case of Cartesian coordinates we look for separable solutions
F(x ,y)5X(x)Y (y). Then the separation equation in x becomes
F ]2]x2 1S 22v1 162k1x2 D x ]]x2~162k1!v GX52l1X . ~13!





the um must satisfy
vu l 516k112(jÞl
u l
u l 2u j
and
l152v~2q6k11 12!,
where q is a non-negative integer. The solutions are X(x) 5 Lq
k1(vx2) where Lna(z) is a Laguerre
polynomial.

























where En5v(2n6k16k212) and n5n11n2 is the principal quantum number.
The corresponding classical operator is
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L15px




Lˆ 1C5S ]2]x22v2x22 k122 14x2 D C52l1C . ~16!




















sin2 u D GC50.
If we write C5R(r)T(u), then the separation equation for T(u) is
d2
du2 T~u!2S k122 14cos2 u 1 k222 14sin2 u D T~u!5lT~u!.
If we now put
T~u!5~cos u!1/26k1~sin u!1/26k2P~z !,
where z5cos 2u, this separation equation becomes
H ~12z2! ]2]z22@~26k16k2!z1~6k17k2!# ]]z2 14 @l1~16k16k2!2#J P~z !50.













where l52(2q6k16k211)2. These are just the equations satisfied by the zeros of the Jacobi
polynomials. In fact the solutions of this eigenvalue equation have the form
T~u!5~cos u!1/26k1~sin u!1/26k2Pq
~6k1 ,6k2!~cos 2u!.
The classical constant of the motion is
L25~xpy2ypx!22F k122 14x2 1 k222 14y2 G ~x21y2!
and the corresponding eigenvalue equation satisfied by the eigenfunctions C is








y2 D ~x21y2!GC5lC . ~18!
The orthonormal @as in Eq. ~14!# eigenfunctions in these coordinates are
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~6k1 ,6k2!~u!5A~2q6k16k211 !q!G~q6k16k211 !2G~q6k211 !G~q6k111 !
3~cos u!1/26k1~sin u!1/26k2Pq
~6k1 ,6k2!~cos 2u! ~20!
and E5v(2n6k16k212), with n5nr1q . Using ~11! we can easily split off the polynomial
portion of ~20! from the multiplier.










we look for solutions ~11! of the form19
F~x ,y !5 )
m51






























2 S 1u22e1 1 1u22e2D ]C]u2G






This equation admits separable solutions C5U1(u1)U2(u2) and separation equations










The additional operator describing this coordinate system is
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2 S 1u22e1 1 1u22e2D ]C]u2G























q Fe2 16k1um2e1 1e1 16k2um2e2G .














If we now use the redefined operators
























we observe the following relations:










$M 12 ,M 1%58~M 1
22M 1H !216v2M 2 , ~26!
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We have not included M 3 in these calculations as it is linearly dependent on H , M 1 and M 2 via
the relation M 35M 21(e22e1)M 11e1H . The constants of the motion M 1 , M 2 and H generate a
quadratic algebra.














]y2DC2Fv2~4x21y2!1 k222 14y2 GC522EC .
There are two coordinate systems of relevance here: Cartesian coordinates x ,y and parabolic
coordinates j,h. If we express solutions of the Schro¨dinger equations in the form
C5e2vx
22vy2/2y1/26k2F~x ,y !, ~29!
then the function F(x ,y) satisfies the equation RF522EF or






]y22vS 2x ]]x1y ]]y D22v~26k2!GF~x ,y !522EF . ~30!
It follows that the operator R maps polynomials ~in x ,y2! into polynomials, without increasing the
order. Since the original Hamiltonian is self-adjoint with respect to the measure dx dy in the
plane, the operator R , acting on polynomials in x ,y2 is self-adjoint with respect to the measure
dr~x ,y !5e2v~x
21y2!y162k2 dx dy
in the upper half-plane y.0. We assume that the positive sign at the k2 has to be taken if k2.
1
2 and both the positive and the negative sign must be taken if 0,k2, 12, so that the polynomials
have finite norm.16
Equation ~30! admits a separable solution of the form F5X(x)Y (y) where the function X(x)
satisfies the separation equation
F ]2]x224vx ]]x22v2l GX50.
If we try solutions of the form X5Pm51q (x2um), the relations among the um are





and the eigenvalues are l522(2q11)v with solutions X 5 Hq(A2vx). The solutions for the
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The orthonormal eigenfunctions are













The energy E takes the values E5v[2(q1n11)6k2].







If we try a solution of ~30! in the form
F~x ,y !5 )
l 51
q S y2l l2 12x2l l2 D , ~33!


























12Em21l D GX j50,
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then the defining relations of the quadratic algebra are




2!, $L1 ,L12%5216v2L2 , ~36!
$L2 ,L12%516L1~H2L1!28~H2L1!228v2~124k2
2!.






4Ax21y2 F k122 14Ax21y21x1 k222 14Ax21y22xG . ~37!
The Schro¨dinger equation separates variables in polar coordinates, parabolic coordinates, and
modified elliptic coordinates. If we look for solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation of the form
C5e2~1/2!A22E~j
21h2!j1/26k1h1/26k2F~j ,h!, ~38!














12A22ES j ]F]j 1h ]F]h D22A22E~26k16k2!GF524aF . ~39!
For fixed E we can consider this as an eigenvalue equation for S with eigenvalue 24a. Moreover,
S maps polynomials ~in j2, h2, or, what is the same thing, in r 5 Ax21y2, x! into polynomials,
without increasing the order. Since the original Hamiltonian is self-adjoint with respect to the
measure dx dy in the plane, the operator S , acting on polynomials in j2 and h2, is self-adjoint with
respect to the measure
dr~x ,y !5e2A22E~j
21h2!j162k1h162k2~j21h2!dj dh .
We assume that the positive sign at the ki has to be taken if ki. 12 and both the positive and the
negative sign must be taken if 0,ki, 12, so that the polynomials have finite norm.16 For polyno-
mial eigenfunctions we must have the quantisation condition
2a5A22E@2~q11 !6k16k2# ~40!
for integer q .

















2r2 S 142k1211cos u 1 142k2212cos u D GC50.
If we write solutions C in the form
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C5R~r !S~u!,











S~u!5S sin u2 D





where l5m1 12(16k16k2). The separation equation for R(r) is















The orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions is
C5A an!
G~2n12l11 !~2n12l11 ! Rnl~r !Fn
~6k2 ,6k1!S u2 D . ~43!
The operator whose eigenvalue is m2 is, in Cartesian coordinates,
L1C5F S x ]]y2y ]]x D 22 12 Ax21y2 S k122 14Ax21y21x1 k222 14Ax21y22x D GC . ~44!

















The separation equations are
]2
]m2
X j1S 142k j2m2 12Em21l jDX j50 ~45!
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1F2S k122 14 D Ax21y22xAx21y2~Ax21y21x !
1S k222 14 D Ax21y21xAx21y2~Ax21y22x ! 1 4aAx21y2GC
5
1
j21h2 F j2 ]2C]h2 2h2 ]2C]j2 G1F S 142k12D h2j2~j21h2!
1S k222 14 D j2h2~j21h2! 12a j22h2j21h2GC .
For the case of elliptical coordinates we proceed as follows. The normal elliptical coordinates









If we then try a solution of ~39! in the form
F~j ,h!5 )
m51
q F j2um2e1 1 h
2
um2e2
21 G , ~48!










and the quantization condition ~40!. In this choice of coordinates the Schro¨dinger equation has the
form
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2 S 1u22e1 1 1u22e2D ]F]u2G






This equation admits separable solutions F5U1(u1)U2(u2) and separation equations














H u2~u12e1!~u12e2!S ]2F]u12 1 12 F 1u12e1 1 1u12e2G ]F]u1D























21 D . ~51!
Acting on the functions C the operator L3 has the form
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L3C5F S j ]]h2h ]]j D 21e2 ]2]j2 1e1 ]2]h22~e2j21e1h21e1e2!H
1S 142k12D ~j21h21e2!j2 1S 142k22D ~j21h21e2!h2 GC








2S 142k22D ~e12e2!~Ax21y21x !2Ax21y2~Ax21y22x !
1S 142k12D Ax21y22xAx21y21x1S 142k22D Ax21y21xAx21y22x1 122k122k22GC , ~52!











4Ax21y2 F k122 14Ax21y21x1 k222 14Ax21y22xG GC .




q Fe2 k111um2e1 1e1 k211um2e2G . ~53!
The corresponding quadratic algebra can be generated by the classical constants





j2 S 142k12D2 j
2
















F pj21ph214a1S 142k12j2 1 142k22h2 D G .
Here, L1 , L2 , and L3 are functionally dependent via the relation
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1F S 4 j3h2 18j D S 142k22D14 h
2
j S 142k12D Gpj
2F S 4 h3j2 18h D S 142k12D14 j
2
h S 142k22D GphG.






We should also observe the relations




















The corresponding Schro¨dinger equation separates in two versions of parabolic coordinates.








1~4a2B1j2B2h!C G522EC . ~58!







The solutions of these equations are
X~j!5e ~1/2A22E !@22Ej
21B1j#HnXA22ES j2 B14E D C ~59!
and
Y ~h!5e ~1/2A22E !@22Eh
21B2h#HmXA22ES h2 B24E D C, ~60!
where
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2!52~m1n12 !A22E . ~61!
Moreover, it follows from ~59! and ~60! that
C~j ,h!5e ~1/2A22E !@22E~j
21h2!1B1j1B2h#F~j ,h!,
where F is a polynomial in j and h. If ~58! is written as a differential equation for F, it can be
interpreted as an eigenvalue equation, with eigenvalue 24a, for an E-dependent operator acting
on a space of polynomials. The operator whose eigenvalue is l is
L1C5
1












AAx21y22xS 11 xAx21y2D 2 2xaAx21y2GC . ~62!
The second coordinate system is a variant of parabolic coordinates ~3! in terms of which the
Schro¨dinger equation has the form
1
m21n2 H ]2C]m2 1 ]2C]n2 1F4a2 B1A2 ~m1n!2 B2A2 ~m2n!GCJ 522EC .
The separation equations for C5X(m)Y (n) are
]2X
]m2
1S 2a2l2 1A2 ~B11B2!m12Em2D X50,
]2Y
]n2
1S 2a1l2 1A2 ~B12B2!n12En2D Y50.
The operator whose eigenvalue is l is
L2C5
1












~B12B2!AAx21y22xS 11 xAx21y2D 2 2xaAx21y2GC . ~63!
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The space of polynomials in j,h coincides with the space of polynomials in n,m. The classical



































2H1B1B2 , $L12 ,L2%54L1H2 12~B1
22B2
2!.
There are, of course, quantum analogs for all the quadratic algebras that occur for each
potential. These operator algebras can be obtained via the replacement of the Poisson bracket by
the commutator bracket. @Indeed the relations ~64! for the classical version of the algebras remain
unchanged under this replacement.# One can ask the question what are the consequences of such
an algebra on the eigenfunction spaces of the operators L1 and L2? Let the eigenspace correspond-
ing to a fixed bound state energy E be of dimension N . This eigenspace can be spanned by
eigenfunctions of both L1 and L2 . Let the corresponding eigenvectors be fm and cm , respec-
tively, satisfying
L1fm5lmfm , L2cn5rncn ,
where ln52a2B1
2/8E2(2n11)A22E and rm52a2(B11B2)2/16E2(2m11)A22E . Us-
ing the quantum version of the defining relations of the quadratic algebra, what can we deduce? If





This relation implies that Cnn52[ 12(B122B22)116aE]/8E and CpqÞ0 if up2qu<1 and zero
otherwise. Here we have used the relation (rn2rt)218E50 for un2tu51. If we apply the





If we assume that the basis functions cn are orthonormal and observe that the operator L1 is
self-adjoint, then we can assume Cn11,n 5 Cn ,n11* . The only nontrivial consequence of this rela-
tion is when n5s . The result is
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4A22E~ uCn ,n11u22uCn21,nu2!58Ern1B1B2116aE .
If we act on the functions fm , we generate similar relations. In fact, if we write
L2fm5(t51N Dmtft , the corresponding results are
Dnn52~B1B2116aE !/8E
and DpqÞ0 if up2qu<1 and is zero otherwise. Furthermore,
4A22E~ uDn ,n11u22uDn21,nu2!528lsE2 12~B122B22!216aE .
From these relations we can, in principle, calculate the matrices Cpq and Dpq . Once these are
known, relations are also implied for the matrices relating the two bases. If we denote








Thus, from the consequences of the quadratic algebra we can, in principle, calculate the overlap
functions Ars . The only ambiguity is in the choice of the phases of the wavefunctions.
III. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPHERE
In the case of the two-dimensional sphere there are two potentials that are separable in more
than one coordinate system, and these each separate in two systems. To work with the two-
dimensional sphere it is convenient to use projective coordinates: si , i51,2,3, s121s221s3251.
~i! The first superintegrable potential on the sphere is
V15
1







2 D . ~65!
In terms of spherical coordinates
s15sin u cos w , s25sin u sin w , s35cos u , ~66!
the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation has the form
F S s1 ]]s22s2 ]]s1D
2
1S s1 ]]s32s3 ]]s1D
2












2 GC522EC , ~67!













sin2 u S 142k12cos2 w 1 142k22sin2 w DC1 142k32cos2 u C522EC .
This equation admits separable solutions of the form C5T(u)F(w) such that
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where E5 12[2(m1n11)1(k11k21k3)]22 18. The orthonormal basis eigenfunctions are
C5~sin u!21F
n
~k2 ,k1!~w!F~2n1k11k2 ,k3!~u!. ~68!
The operator which characterizes this solution and separation is
L1C5F S s1 ]]s22s2 ]]s1D
2




2 GC5lC . ~69!
Note that after the multiplier (sin w)k211/2(cos w)k111/2(cos u)k311/2(sin u)k11k211 5 Pl 513 s l
k l 11/2 is
split off, the eigenfunctions are polynomials in the variables s22 and s23. See Refs. 21–24 for a
complete discussion of the polynomial setting for this eigenvalue equation.





, i , j ,k51,2,3, and i , j ,k pairwise distinct.
The Schro¨dinger equation written in terms of these coordinates is
4
~u12u2!
F~u12e1!~u12e2!~u12e3!F]2C]u12 1 12 S 1u12e1 1 1u12e2 1 1u12e3D ]C]u1G
2~u22e1!~u22e2!~u22e3!F]2C]u22 2 12 S 1u22e1 1 1u22e2 1 1u22e3D ]C]u2G G
1F S k122 14 D ~e12e2!~e12e3!~u12e1!~u22e1! 1S k222 14 D ~e22e1!~e22e3!~u12e2!~u22e2!
1S k322 14 D ~e32e2!~e32e1!~u12e3!~u22e3!GC52EC . ~70!
The separation equations are
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~r2e1!~r2e2!~r2e3!F ]2]r2 1 12 S 1r2e1 1 1r2e2 1 1r2e3D ]C]r G2F S k122 14 D ~e12e2!~e12e3!r2e1
1S k222 14 D ~e22e1!~e22e3!r2e2 1S k322 14 D ~e32e2!~e32e1!r2e3 12Er1mGC50, ~71!




Fu2F~u12e1!~u12e2!~u12e3!F]2C]u12 1 12 S 1u12e1 1 1u12e2 1 1u12e3D ]C]u1G G
2u1F~u22e1!~u22e2!~u22e3!F]2C]u22 2 12 S 1u22e1 1 1u22e2 1 1u22e3D ]C]u2G GG
1F S k122 14 D ~e12e2!~e12e3!~u12e1!~u22e1! ~u11u22e1!1S k222 14 D ~e22e1!~e22e3!~u12e2!~u22e2!
3~u11u22e2!1S k322 14 D ~e32e2!~e32e1!~u12e3!~u22e3! ~u11u22e3!GC . ~72!
Expressed in terms of coordinates on the sphere this has the form
L25e3S s1 ]]s22s2 ]]s1D
2
1e2S s1 ]]s32s3 ]]s1D
2
1e1S s3 ]]s22s2 ]]s3D
2
1S 142k12D F e2s221e3s32s12






The eigenfunctions C can readily be calculated from the Schro¨dinger equation ~67!. In order to





k l 11/2D )j51







































and the eigenvalues E and m in this case are
E5 12~2q121k11k21k3!22 18,
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2 1S k122 14 D s2
2
s1


























the corresponding defining relations are





2 M 312S k322 14 D s1s2s32 M 12G ,
L12
2 5216L1e2H1~e32e2!L12L2e1H1~e32e1!L12L2
216S k322 14 D ~e12e2!2L12
216S k122 14 D e2H1~e32e2!L12L22
216S k222 14 D e1H1~e32e1!L12L222 43 )l 51
3 S k l22 14 D ~e12e2!2,
~76!
$L12 ,L1%52~8L1116!S k222 14 D e1H1~e32e1!L12L2
2~8L1116!S k122 14 D e2H1~e32e2!L12L2,
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116XS k122 14 D ~e32e2!1S k222 14 D ~e32e1!CL2216XS k122 14 D ~e32e2!21S k222 14 D
3~e32e1!
21S k322 14 D ~e12e2!2CL1116e1~e12e3!S k222 14 D116e2~e22e3!H .



























2 sin2 u S 142k1211cos w 1 142k2212cos w DC
522EC .
This equation can be solved by a separation of variables via the substitution C5T(u)F(w), and









]u S sin u ]T]u D1 a cos usin u T2 l
2
sin2 u T522ET .
The solutions of the first equation are F
m
(k1 ,k2)(w/2) @see ~20!#, where l25 14(2m1k11k211)2.









3~2 sin u!m111~1/2!~k11k2!eiu~ is2n !2F1~2n ,is1m111
1
2~k11k2!;2m121k11k2 ;12e2iu!, ~78!
where s5a/n1m111 12(k11k2), and the orthonormal eigenfunctions are
C5Snm~u!Fm
~k1 ,k2!S w2 D .
The operator which characterizes the separable solutions in this coordinate system is
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L1C5F S s1 ]]s22s2 ]]s1D
2






For the second coordinate system we must choose a variant of the standard elliptical coor-
dinates. A suitable choice is






, i , j ,k51,2,3 and i , j ,k pairwise distinct, sin f5Ae22e1
e32e1
.

















4 E1E2S Z j1 1Z j D .




F~Z11V1!~Z11V2!Z1F]2C]Z12 1 12 S 1Z11V1 1 1Z11V2 1 1Z1D ]C]Z1G
2~Z21V1!~Z21V2!Z2F]2C]Z22 1 12 S 1Z21V1 1 1Z21V2 1 1Z2D ]C]Z2G G
1F2ia~Z1Z211 !~Z1Z221 ! 1S k122 14 D ~12V2
2 !Z1Z2
~Z1Z221 !~Z21V1!~Z11V1!
1S k222 14 D ~12V1
2 !Z1Z2
~Z1Z221 !~Z21V2!~Z11V2!GC522EC , ~79!
where V15E1/E2 and V25E2/E1 , so V1V251. The separation equations are
4~Z j1V1!~Z j1V2!Z jF ]2C]Z j2 1 12 S 1Z j1V1 1 1Z j1V2 1 1Z jD ]C]Z jG










In terms of the variables Z j the operator which describes the separation is
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3F]2C]Z12 1 12 S 1Z11V1 1 1Z11V2 1 1Z1D ]C]Z1G
1~Z111 !Z2~Z21V1!~Z21V2!F]2C]Z22 1 12 S 1Z21V1 1 1Z21V2 1 1Z2D ]C]Z2G G




~Z1Z221 !~Z11V1!~Z21V1! S k222 14 D 1 4ia~Z11Z2!Z1Z221 GC . ~80!













then putting k35A 1412(E2ia) and E˜5ia1E and multiplying the Schro¨dinger equation by










22S U1 ]]U1 1U2 ]]U2 1U3 ]]U3D
2
C
















We recognize this as Eq. ~67! that we obtained in the case of the potential V1 . Thus the solutions





k l 11/2D )j51





















and the eigenvalues E and m are determined by
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1S k122 14 D ~12V2
2 !Z1Z2
~Z1Z221 !~Z21V1!~Z11V1!
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S k222 14 D G .

































IV. THE n-DIMENSIONAL ISOTROPIC OSCILLATOR
It is well known that the quantum isotropic harmonic oscillator can be solved by the method
of separation of variables in a number of coordinate systems, including Cartesian coordinates and
elliptical coordinates ~see, e.g., Refs. 25 and 26!. We present a new derivation of the eigenfunc-





where D 5 ]x1
2 1 ••• 1 ]xn
2




n ~u l 2e j!
PkÞ j~ek2e j!
~88!
for e1,u1,e2,•••,en,un . To obtain polynomial solutions of this equation in these coordi-











n ~u2e l !
.
If we rewrite Eq. ~87! in terms of F where C5exp[21/2v2r2]F and r is the radial coordinate,
we obtain the eigenvalue equation
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xm ]xmD 2nvGF522EF . ~89!
Note that the operator on the left-hand side maps polynomials in the variables x j to polynomials,





a l z~x1 ,. . . ,xn!,





]xm22vxm]xmD Gz5S 22E1nv12v (l 51
n
a l D z .

















u l 2u j
522v , E5vS 2m1 n2 1 (p51
n
apD . ~91!








l Q l l , j51,.. . ,n21,
whereMkl 5 xk]x l 2 x l ]xk, and
Qik5]xi]xk2v
2xixk , S j
kl5
1
j! (i1 ,.. . ,i j
e i1•••ei j,
where im Þ im8 , imÞk , l for mÞm8 and m , m851••• j , and
S j
k5S j
k@e1 ,. . . ,en#5
1
j! (i1 ,.. . ,i j
e i1•••ei j, i1 ,. . . ,i j pairwise distinct,




k@u1 ,. . . ,un#
P l Þk~u l 2uk!
~4AP l 51n ~uk2e l !]ukAP l 51
n ~uk2e l !]uk2v
2P l 51
n ~uk2e l !!.
~92!




l Fv~2a l 11 !2 (
m51
q 2~a l 11 !
um2e l
G . ~93!
These operators form a closed algebra under the commutation relations
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@Mkl , Mij#5Mljdki1Mkid l j2Mkjd li2Mlidk j ,
@Qik , Qjl#5v2@Mijd lk1Mild jk1Mkjd li1Mkld j i# ,
@Qik , M jl#5Qi jdkl1Qkjd il1Qildk j1Qkld i j .
The eigenfunctions can be normalized by using their representation in terms of Cartesian








,. . . ,sip
(












p P l r
sir~u irl r2eir!
, ~94!
where0 < si j < 2q , 0 < ( j51
p si j < 2q , 0<p<n . Eachof the si j are integers,u irl r P $u1 ,. . . ,um% and
u irl r Þ u jwl w if irÞ jw , and if ir is fixed then at most two u irl r can be equal. From these results we
have the satisfactory situation that both the eigenvalues and the normalizations can be computed in
terms of the zeros u1 ,. . . ,um .
As an example of the simplest normalized eigenfunction we give the following:
C5Av
p F 34v2 S 1~u2e1!2 1 1~u2e2!2D1 12v2~u2e1!~u2e2! 11 G
21/2
3e2~x











i.e., u5(e11e2)/2. If we substitute this into the above equations we obtain
C5Av
p F S 2v~e12e2! D
2
11 G21/2e2v~x21y2!/2F2~x22y2!~e22e1! 21 G .
The orthonormalized eigenfunctions calculated in this way form a complete set.
In this paper we have established that once the zeros of a given set of special eigenfunctions,
which are essentially polynomials, are known, then all the other properties such as normalization
and eigenvalues can be determined from them in terms of algebraic expressions.
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